
School locker system
for the future.

Electronic
School Lockers
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Pupils / students can use a locker via central screens 
(Terminals) using their (existing) school card or personal 
RF-ID card. For regular users, the user can present his card 
at the terminal, after which his own personal locker will be 
opened. The students can also open the lockers with a pin 
code, smartphone and QR code.

In addition to the many possibilities, the Olssen locker 
system has very good privacy and burglary protection, 
thanks to the high quality lockers that Olssen offers. Thanks 
to this flexible and user-friendly locker system, users can 
always store their belongings in a safe and simple way.

Optimal control over
the use of the lockers

With electronic school lockers you are ready for the future. 
Thanks to the many functions and possibilities, optimal ease 
of use for both the administrator (s) and the users will be 
guaranteed.

The lockers can be set for alternating and regular users. 
Most schools choose to give pupils / students their own 
personal locker during the school year (regular users). There 
are also situations where pupils / students do not need a 
fixed locker, but would like to use a lock every now and 
then. This is possible when there are lockers that are set up 
for changing users.

The Olssen locker system can easily integrate existing 
student tracking systems into the locker management 
software, such as Magister, Somtoday or It’s Learning. 
Through the locker management software, administrators 
can easily monitor the use of the lockers through such an 
integration.

Safe and user-friendly locker system

Quick and easy use of the 
lockers

Fast and efficient locker system
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Full control by the 
administrator

School lockers should not only be safe, but should also 

be easy to manage, for example by the caretaker. The 

administrator (concierge) can log into our online platform 

where all lockers can be managed. Certain actions can 

also be taken, such as blocking a safe or temporarily taking 

a safe out of use. The administrator always has full control 

over all lockers via our online platform.

Low maintenance locker system.

No nagging with keys.

Easy management through web application 
in the cloud

Integration with existing student tracking 
systems.
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Smart lockers for Cadix 
Antwerp

Olssen produced electronic wooden custom lockers for 
the Stedelijk Lyceum Cadix, which can be operated using 
the school passes of the students. This locker system did 
not opt for a central terminal, but for a simple card reader. 
The students of the Cadix school each have their personal 
locker, which will be opened when the school pass is 
offered to the card reader. Like most schools, the lockers at 
the Cadix school are also set up for regular users.
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Parabool 28

3364DH, Sliedrecht

The Netherlands

(NL) +31 (0) 184 611 400

(BE) +32 (0) 78 480 593

info@olssen.nl


